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Federal agencies are struggling to implement digital 
transformation initiatives for transforming their legacy 
enterprise management and Systems Engineering & Integration 
(SE&I) practices. In a new era of great power competition, 
Waterfall tools and processes can no longer keep pace with 
the twin challenges of digital disruption and a rapidly evolving 
threat environment. 

Agencies are embracing modern system and software 
acquisition approaches rapidly, based on Agile/continuous 
delivery/DevOps lifecycle models and cloud-based computing 
architectures and practices. 

Government customers seek to transform their architectures 
from a few monolithic systems to cloud-native architectures, 
with hundreds of microservices-based applications and 
simplified service integration through Application Programming 
Interfaces (API)-first design patterns. 

Traditional SE&I must evolve and expand to address the need 
for software architecture, software engineering, and service 
integration. This is both a threat and opportunity for whomever 
can fill this void and shape this work, so that it doesn’t land 
back with the developer or have it procured with development 
acquisitions. 

DIGITAL ENGINEERING
A Modern System and Software Approach to Integration

IRAD

A TAILORED DIGITAL 
ENGINEERING APPROACH
A complete, model-based approach connecting the enterprise 
needs and investments down to Agile sprints, in a manner 
that provides traceability and facilitates enterprise capability 
verification — without hindering the pace of agility — is a must, 
and will be a differentiator to whomever brings it first.

Peraton must refactor our legacy SE&I tools and practices and 
be first-to-market with a complete digital engineering/ Model 
Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) offering that can integrate 
enterprise needs and investment planning seamlessly with 
Agile/DevOps tooling, enable continuous capability delivery at 
large scale, and adapt at mission speed. 

The Digital Engineering platform will support SE&I processes to 
implement emerging concepts and integrate enterprise MBSE 
and management tools at the portfolio, solution, and program 
level with Agile/DevOps tooling, harvesting and integrating the 
lessons learned and innovations from on-program success.

The platform end-state will maximize flexibility through 
standards and data services — striving to be as tool-agnostic 
as practicable — while being compatible with the Peraton 
DevCloud/DevOps offering and other software factory tool 
architectures, such as:

• Jarvis/S2P/DI2E

• GEOINT Services,

• NGEN/NMCI

• USCIS JETS 

To prove out the Digital Engineering platform, we will begin by 
understanding the connection from classic SE&I approaches to 
DevOps, Agile workflow environments.

KEY CAPABILITIES
• Reduces risk

• Speeds delivery while maintaining traceability

• Accelerates innovation

• Modernization governance

• Is compliant
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